
ADJECTIVE 
(A word which gives special feature to a noun or pronoun.) 

QUALITY AREA -

FICATION 

QUANTITY OTHERS 

Good, 
Great, 

Beautiful, 
Cleaver, 

Red, 
Gentle etc. 

Indian,  
American,  

French,  
Gadhwali,  
swish etc. 

Some, Enough, 
Little, More, 
Much, Two, 
Many, Few, 

Second, One, 
Several etc. 

This, That, 
These, Those, 

Same, Such, 
Each, Every, 

Either, Neither, 
Whose, Which, 

What etc 
 

ARTICLE 

INDIFINITE 
(With A Singular Countable 
Noun Only) 

DEFINITE 
( With Well Known And Definite) 

A 
(Consonant 

sound) 

An 
(Vowel Sound) 

 

The 
 

a book,  
a university, 

a European,  
a ewe, 

a useful,  
a union, 

a unit, a one 
rupee note,  
a eulogistic 

speech,  
a B.Sc. 
a D.Sc.  
a Ph.D. 

[a, e, i, o & u] 

an egg, an 

M.A. 

an M.P., an 

M.B.A. 

an hotel, an 

honest, an 

heir, an 

historical 
an honorable, 

an hour 

Yesterday I saw a dog. The dog was 
having a tail. The tail was very short. 
the boy who helped, the tallest, the 
leader=the best leader, the friend=the 
best friend, the clown hoof, to the 
rescue, on the contrary, the wrong, the 
secret of, the righteous, the poor, the 
rich, the Geeta, the Bible, the Odyssey, 
the pacific Ocean, the Ganga, the USA, 
the Punjab, the Alps, the West Bengal, 
the Uttar Pradesh, the great Ashoka, the 
father=parental spirit, the judge=spirit 
of justice, the moon, The dog is a 
faithful animal. The mumps, the 

measles. Not- You are Gandhi. Delhi, 
Hindi, Everest, God, silver, peacocks, 
dogs, honesty, beauty. Visit or use 
for original purpose-college, school, 
market, chapel, sea, bed, hospital, 
prison & court. 

The easiest way to remove 
the confusion between a & 

an is to use ‘some’.  
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PREPOSION 
(A position before a noun or a pronoun to show its relation with 

others.) 

TIME POSITION DIRECTION OTHERS 

to, till, 

before, 

after, 

from, 

within, at, 

for, since, 

during 

on, in, at, 

below, above, 

over, along, 

under, outside, 

inside, behind, 

near 

at, to, for, 

toward, 

towards, into, 

from, off 

PURPOSE- for 

MATERIAL- of 

SOURCE- of, from, out of 

INSTRUMENT- with 

AGENCY- by 

POSSESSION- of 

ADDITION- with 

SIMPLE COMPOUND PARTICIPLE PHRASAL 

in, on, to, 

at, for, by, 

up, from, 

with, of, 

since, 

round, out, 

off, etc. 

around, along, 

across, into, 

within, below, 

behind, 

beneath, 

beside, 

towards, upon, 

between, 

inside, outside, 

underneath, 

betwixt, etc. 

regarding, 

barring, 

including, 

notwith- 

standing, 

considering, 

excluding, 

etc. 

out of, outside of, from 

below, from against, 

owing to, according to, 

with a view to, by 

means of, in front of, 

with regard to, in lieu 

of, on point of, for the 

shake of, in accordance 

with, with a view to, by 

force of, etc. 

DETERMINERS 
(A word which gives a special or definite meaning to sb/sth.) 

For example-a, an, the, some, any, much, more, little, a little, the 

little, few, a few, the few, many, each, every etc. 

 

SOME (+ve) but ANY (-ve or ?) MANY (countable) but MUCH (uncountable) 

EACH (4 1) but EVERY (4 a group)       NONE (+ve) but NO (=not any) 

LITTLE/ FEW (hardly any or –ve)        A LITTLE/ FEW (very small)   

THE LITTLE/ FEW (some) LITTLE (uncountable) but FEW (countable)  

 

 IN (wide) but AT (small) # ON (fixed) but UPON (movement) # 

BETWEEN (two) but AMONG (more than two) # IN or AT (fixed) 

but TO or INTO (movement) #  TILL (time only) but TO (time and 

place both) # WITH (instrument) but BY (doer) # UNDER//OVER # 

BELOW//ABOVE # V3 +SINCE (always) but any verb + FROM # 

SINCE (point of time or starting time) but FOR (period of time or 

counted duration) ## PREPOSITION + verbing (not verb) 


